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What were 
the changes 
to education 
brought 
about by the  
pandemic?

Teachers more tech literate

Students more tech literate

More and better edtech platforms

20% of students improved their 
academic performance

The skills of school success 
matched those of all future 
careers and business



To help your children:

 pass high stakes exams?

 gain good qualifications?

 get into a good university?

 prepare well for 21st C careers? 

 become digitally literate, self-
managed learners? 

‘Expert’ learners

▪ self-motivated

▪ self-managed 

▪ autonomous

▪ independent

▪ lifelong learners



 able to focus and concentrate

 good time managers, well organised

 self-motivated, hard working, persevering

 effective researchers - good information processing skills

 critical and creative thinkers – good problem solvers

 good communicators and collaborators

 information and media literate

 responsible for their own actions

 self-evaluating, reflective and self-correcting



• get them out of bed

• make sure they eat their breakfast 

• check their school bag

• take them to school and pick them up again

• clean up after them at home

• drop off anything they have forgotten at school for them

• take them to after-school activities

• provide extra tutors and extra classes for them outside of school

• provide motivation, rewards and planning for them

• help them with their homework

• find resources for them

• make sure they go to bed on time

• organise their sports, social, musical and academic calendars



Efficacy + Agency + Action

1) Efficacy→ they must first believe that through 

their own actions they can create success for 

themselves and others

2) Agency→ they must have training in all the 

thinking and learning ‘process’ skills they need 

for education and career success 

3) Action→ they must be prepared to take action, 

make mistakes and fail well



 Role models - stories of resilience, perseverance, innovation and effort 



 role models, own stories 

 self-confidence – measuring self 

against self

 self-esteem – valuing children for who 

they are



▪ Don’t think of a hippopotamus 

- all language contains suggestions

▪ Eliminate the don’ts

▪ Focus on the do’s



 I can’t ...

▪ sing

▪ draw

▪ do maths

▪ make things with my 
hands

▪ be creative

▪ be funny

I haven’t … 
▪ sung
▪ drawn
▪ done maths
▪ made things with my 

hands
▪ been creative
▪ been funny …

… yet …

But maybe I will!



 role models, own stories 

 self-confidence – measuring self against self

 self-esteem – valuing children for who they are

 reaction to challenges 

– helping them move from      

“I can’t” → “I haven’t yet”





 Automated cars, buses, taxis, trains, aircraft, food delivery, doctors
visits, banking, law, most retail  

 Manual work and permanent contract work disappearing 

 Artificial Intelligence involved in all aspects of life

 Most work will be contracted and most workers will be freelance –
involved in on-line collaborative teams working on specific projects

 Selection for employability for those teams will be based on an 
individual’s skills and experience – driven by Social Media

 Social Media identity will be as important as real life identity

 The primacy of acquired knowledge will be superseded by the skills 
needed to find information, learn, adapt, create and problem solve





Knowing 
what 
→

knowing 
how

• “The world economy no 
longer rewards people 
just for what they know, 
the world economy 
rewards people for what 
they can do with what 
they know” 
Andreas Schleicher, 
PISA, OECD



▪ Finland – Foresight 2030 – the skills of how to learn, problem solving skills, 

internationality

▪ Japan – National Curriculum Review - skills of how we learn, how we use what 

we know

▪ Korea – Future School 2030 – creativity, problem solving, communication skills

▪ The Netherlands – Scientific Council for Government Policy - the skills needed 

to transform the Dutch economy from a ‘knowledge economy’ into a ‘learning 

economy’

▪ Austria - Institute for Economic Research – general skills, academic skills, job-

specific skills & the skills of innovation

▪ Canada – Federal Government Policy Horizons – synthesizing and employing 

knowledge efficiently, adaptive thinking, media & digital skills



Thinking and Learning skills in most country’s national 
curricula but only taught directly in a few select schools

Australia Japan Canada

USA Vietnam China





1) How much effort they put in

2) What strategies they use for: 

• managing their time & tasks

• listening and concentrating

• researching effectively

• collaborating with others

• reading for understanding

• remembering well

• setting and achieving goals

• learning from feedback

• Who they are taught by?

• What they are taught?

• Where they are taught?

• When they are taught?

• How they are taught?

• Who sets tests and exams?

• Who marks tests and exams?



Developing student agency 

is all about focusing 

students on factors to 

improve their success that 

are in their control 



The Art of 
Learning: 
full 
curriculum 
of 15 
categories 
of 21st C 
process skills

Organization skills

Study Skills

Character Skills

Metacognitive Skills

Language skills

Media skills

Group skills

Social skills

Research Skills

Critical Thinking Skills

Computational Thinking Skills

Decision Making Skills

Idea Generation Skills

Adaptive Thinking Skills

Transfer Skills



Contact Rohan Jarvis rohan@learningcurve.com.au

www.21stc-skills.com

mailto:rohan@learningcurve.com.au
http://www.21stc-skills.com/
















All of the top academic students had learned 

how to fail well 

whereas all of the lowest academic students 

were failing badly



Failing Well

 Acknowledging your failures

- taking responsibility for all 

the factors that were in your 

control

- working out what you could 

have done better

- making changes, and

- doing it again

- but doing it differently every 

time

Failing Badly

 Blaming the school or the 

‘system’

 Blaming other people

 Pretending there is no failure

 Adding ‘drama’ to failure to 

avoid dealing with it

 Avoiding any activity that 

could possibly lead to failure





“America’s newly identified at-risk group is pre-teens and teens 

from affluent, well educated families. In spite of their 
economic and social advantages, they experience among the 
highest rates of depression, substance abuse, physical 
complaints and unhappiness of any group of kids in this 
country” (Dr Suniya Luthar, Columbia University).

“The two main contributing factors come from parents, 
achievement pressure and isolation - parents who are
over-involved in the wrong things and under-involved
in the right things”
(‘The Price of Privilege’, Dr Madeline Levine)



 Encourage them to take on new challenges 

and use any failure as feedback

 Help them to notice their own strategies for 

recovery from adversity



Gabor Mate on attachment -
vertical vs horizontal orientation

50 years ago all teenager’s 
orientation was vertical:

➔Looking to adult world for 
appropriate role models -
parents, grandparents, 
adult heroes for 
behavioural compass

Now most teenager’s orientation is 
horizontal:

➔Looking to peers and similar age 
‘influencers’ for role models

➔Using peers as behavioural compass

➔Dissociation from adults, parents

◆ Strength of a like-minded group

◆ Danger of the isolation of an 
‘echo chamber’ of comparison 
and judgement





Social Media influence:

➔Key principles of social media:

◆ everything you post is there 
forever

◆ if the service is free then you are 
the product – all your data is
being sold

➔Outrage economy, attention, 
algorithms, AI, infinite scroll, rabbit 
holes, echo chambers, ideological 
capture, anxiety, depression

➔Only control is over engagement, 
careful choice over connections, 
links and likes

➔ Install ad-blocking software







● Identify their own virtues and values, who they 
are as a person off-line and who they want to be

● Identify the difference between reputation and 
character, their real vs online persona

● Create an online identity focused on strengths, 
goals and exemplifying their virtues

● Find positive, inspirational people to follow

● Make ethical choices about “likes”

● Set up and maintain strong relationships that 
exist both on and off line

● Have regular, deliberate, digital holidays

Social Media 
skills - teach 
all students, 
by the time 
they are 13, 
how to:



Read: 

Johann Hari - Stolen Focus

Watch: 

Tristan Harris - The Social Dilemma

Listen to podcast: 

Your Undivided Attention

Search for:

The Centre for Humane Technologies 

www.humanetech.com



…for effort

“you are so hard working, 
persistent, determined.…”

 links your approval to 
something the child has 
control over - they can 
always do more, grow, 
develop and improve it

 any test or assessment 
becomes a measure of 
progress, an opportunity to 
learn

…for ability

“you are so smart, talented, 
intelligent….”

 links your approval to 
something that the child 
has no control over - they 
cannot do more of it, grow, 
develop or improve it

 any test or assessment 
becomes a critical 
judgment, an opportunity 
to fail



 Focus any praise for achievement on observed 

effort rather than ability

 Help them to focus on developing proficiency 

in all the skills of self-managed learning as 

their best method of improving performance 

in all subjects



 Make sure they have a place to do schoolwork 

which suits them physically

 Help build good habits of study – if possible at 

the same time every day, well supported

 Teach them how to make good decisions by 

involving them in all family decision making 

that effects their life



 Help them learn to use the things they enjoy as 

rewards for getting work done

 To remember what they learn at school, each night 

they need to read over what they did that day

 Allow them to form study groups with friends as long 

as they use time together to get work done

Organisation



 The idea of success through learning is picked 

up best by imitation - make the culture of 

your family a learning culture

 Strive to be worthy of imitation



 had to work hard?

 had to suffer physically, mentally, emotionally?

 had to forgo pleasures in your life?

 have suffered personal or business set-backs?

And how many want to give your children the 

benefits of your struggles without them having 

to go through the distress?



…but how many of you think that the difficulties 

you have faced, the problems you have overcome, the 

suffering you have endured have helped you to develop 

the resilience you need to create the success for your 

self and your family that you enjoy today?

So why protect your children

from responsibility and the

possibility of  failure?



 put in effort to ‘earn’ what they get

 organise their own lives

 take responsibility for their own actions

 fight their own battles

 make their own decisions and take all the 

consequences

 succeed

 fail well




